
Name:_____________________________________________ Date:________________________

1.

Use an antonym of the bold faced word to fill in the blank.

A pauper is someone that is very poor, and a king is usually very ____________.

A. poor
B. kind
C. smart
D. wealthy

2.

Quinten had to study for his geometry test because he know it would be tough.

Which word is the antonym of the word tough as it is used in this sentence?

A. hard
B. fast
C. easy
D. difficult

Basil, the Elephant Seal

Elephant seals are very large seals. The males have long noses that hang down, a little like elephant trunks. Read
about a young elephant seal, and then answer the questions that follow.

Basil, the Elephant Seal

     Scientists study the seals on Elephant Seal Island. To make their job easier, they give each seal a name. They mark
each with its name.
     One day a baby seal, or pup, was born to a seal named Rita. The scientists named the pup Basil. Basil was already
big when he was born. He weighed about fifty pounds. He snuggled against his mother. He began to nurse, hungrily
sucking his mother's milk.
     Every day, Basil gained ten pounds. When he was three weeks old, he weighed 250 pounds. When he was four
weeks old, he weighed almost 350 pounds!
     Rita was getting thinner. She could not go into the ocean to catch squid and fish to eat. She had to stay and feed
Basil. One morning when Basil was still asleep, Rita went down to the ocean. She swam away from the island. Other
mother elephant seals were leaving, too. Soon, only the pups occupied the island.
     The pups, called weaners because they no longer nursed from their mothers, were alone. They had nothing to eat.
Basil was only one month old.
     Every morning, the weaners went down to the ocean. Basil went with them. As the days passed, some of the
weaners became bold. Bravely, they went into the water. Basil grew bold, too, and stuck his head in the water. He
went deeper into the water and began to float.
     All around Basil, other weaners were going into the water. They were floating, swimming, and diving! All by
themselves they were learning how to move through the water.
     When Basil was two months old, he swam slowly away from the island. The weaners were leaving to find fish to
fill their empty bellies. One by one, they swam away.
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3. The word that means the OPPOSITE of easier is

A. simpler.
B. harder.
C. longer.
D. last.

The Story of Andre is a book about a seal who really lived in Maine with a family. Read the
passage from The Story of Andre and then answer the questions that follow.

Andre Becomes a Celebrity
by Lew Dietz

As Daddy continued his training of the seal, more and more people began gathering at the
seawall to watch. When they clapped, it was easy to see that Andre enjoyed the attention.

My father put a beach ball into the pen and taught the seal to swim about with the beach
ball balanced on his nose. Then Andre would toss it into the air for Daddy to catch. One day
we heard a lady say, "Why that seal is almost human!"

Daddy said to Andre, "Perhaps we ought to tell the nice lady that you're only acting like a
seal. Doesn't she know that seals were pushing things around with their noses a million years
before humans learned to throw a rock?"

So it wasn't at all hard to have Andre do things seals had been doing for a million years.
Since seals leap into the air when they are feeling playful, Andre leaped through a motorcycle
tire hung up in his pen. Seals are curious, too, so when objects were thrown into the water,
Andre would chase after them and bring them back.

When a little boy in the audience yelled, "Hey, how do you catch a seal?" my father tied a
knot on the end of a rope and tossed it into the water. Andre grabbed the knot and began
tugging. Daddy hauled Andre onto the dock. "That's one way to catch a seal, son," he said.
"But first you should get to know the seal."

I suppose a bear has to be taught to ride a bicycle, and a poodle has to be taught to stand on
its hind legs and drink tea. Daddy didn't bother with that sort of nonsense. He asked Andre
only to do things that seals have always done, except, of course, for a few silly things.

For instance, this is how he taught Andre to pretend to be ashamed of himself. One day,
seeing Andre stretched out with one flipper over his eyes, he said, "Andre, aren't you ashamed
of yourself?"—and right away gave him a fish. The very next time he asked Andre, "Aren't
you ashamed of yourself?" the seal stretched out and hid its eyes with its flipper.

It was just a wonderful game to Andre.

4.       Which word sounds the same as would?

A. wood
B. wool
C. owned
D. old
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5.       Which word means the OPPOSITE of word ashamed?

A. sorry
B. fine
C. happy
D. proud

Bones
by the Third-Grade Class of Thela King,

Morton Elementary School,
Lexington, Nebraska

     Take a look at your hand. How many bones do you think are in it? Our class set out to find the answer to that
very question. Here's what we discovered.
Our Predictions:
     After studying our own hands, flexing our fingers and palms, and feeling for the bones, each of us predicted
the number of bones in one hand. While some of us guessed as few bones as five, others thought there might be
as many as 60! Most of us, however, predicted around 24.
Three Ways to Count:
     We set up three centers in our classroom. Center One included a diagram of the hand from a book on human
skeletons called Gray's Anatomy. Center Two was an X-ray of our teacher's hand. Center Three had a model of
the human skeleton. At each center we counted the number of bones in the hand. Many of us were able to count
the bones most easily at Center Three, but Ilse liked Center Two the best. She thought that it was "the most fun
to see an X-ray of Ms. King's hand."
Guess What?
     Counting bones is trickier than it looks! There are actually 27 bones in the human hand. How might you
make sure to count every one?
     Each center was different. Counting in Center One was difficult because we could not see which bones were
hidden behind other bones. In Center Two, the small bones in the X-ray of the hand were hard to see. We were
able to make the most accurate count in Center Three because all sides of the hand were visible.

6.

"Counting in Center One was difficult ... "
      Which word means the OPPOSITE of difficult?

A. friendly
B. easy
C. quick
D. possible
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How can a bird use its feet to fly? You will find out how when you read "Feet for Flight." Read the story, and
then answer the questions that follow.

Feet For Flight
by Michael L. May

      Birds fly with their wings, right? But did you know that many birds also use their feet to fly? Some birds
need them for takeoffs and landings. Other birds use their feet to control flight speed.
      In order for the American coot to get off the ground, it must make a running start across the water. Other
birds, such as the mallard duck, can jump right out of the water and into flight. But coots are too heavy and need
to build up speed. Like an airplane rolling down the runway, a coot runs across the surface of the water until it
reaches flight speed, then lifts off and flaps away.
      Being airborne doesn't mean that the footwork is over. Some birds use their feet to slow down in flight. Now,
it might seem that a bird could just stop flapping its wings and reduce speed. But it's not that simple. If you stop
pedaling your bicycle when you're going downhill, you'll eventually slow down when you reach the bottom. But
you still need brakes. Without brakes, flying birds and speeding bicycles can't stop fast enough.
      One bird that uses its feet as air brakes is the graylag goose. When this bird comes in for a landing, it dangles
its feet like small parachutes. The rushing air pushes against the broad, webbed feet and slows the goose down,
allowing it to make a smooth landing in the water.
      For some birds, even air brakes are not enough. Mute swans extend their webbed feet forward when landing.
When their feet hit the water, the swans ski across the surface until they gradually slow and plop safely into the
pond or lake.
      So bird flight is more than just feathers and wings. It's feet, too. Whether taking off or landing—birds depend
on their feet for flight.

7.       Which word from the story means the OPPOSITE of pulls?

A. lifts
B. pushes
C. slows
D. uses
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Here is a funny story about a boy who told everyone he had a pet alligator. Read the story about "Frederick's
Alligator," and then answer the questions that follow.

from Frederick's Alligator

by Esther Allen Peterson

     One morning Frederick said to his mom, "I have a pet lion in my closet. We are pals, and he will eat you up if
you ever punish me."
     "Sure, Frederick," said his mom. "Now finish your breakfast or you will be late for school."
     As Frederick was leaving for school, he saw the mailman coming up the sidewalk. "I have a timber wolf in
my basement," he said. "He likes to eat mailmen, so be very careful if you go into our house."
     "Sure, Frederick," said the mailman. "Why don't you put his name on the mailbox?"
     When Frederick got to school, he said, "I have a grizzly bear in my attic. He can tear a man or beast into a
hundred pieces in just one minute."
     "Sure, Frederick," said his teacher. "Now please take your seat."
     That day on the way home from school, Frederick went to the river to look for wild animals. But all he found
was a dead fish, an egg sticking out of the mud, and an old shoe box.
     He put the egg in the shoe box and packed it with mud and leaves. Then he carried it home and hid it under
his bed.
     Frederick looked at the egg every day. One morning it moved. Then it began to crack. Finally it hatched.
     "Yonk, yonk," it said.
     When Frederick put the alligator on the floor, it yawned. Then it tried out its wobbly legs.
     Frederick put the alligator in a pan of water, hid it under his bed, and went downstairs.
     "I have a baby alligator under my bed," said Frederick.
     "That's nice," said his mom. "I hope your lion doesn't eat it."
     On the way to school Frederick saw the mailman. "I have a baby alligator under my bed."
     "That's nice," said the mailman. "Now your timber wolf has a playmate."
     When Frederick arrived at school he said, "I have a baby alligator under my bed. Can I bring him in for
show-and-tell?"
     "Sure, Frederick," said his teacher. "And bring your grizzly bear, too."
     The next morning Frederick put his alligator in the shoe box and carried it downstairs.
     "Frederick!" said his mom. "You do have an alligator!"

8. Which word from the story is the opposite of over?

A. ever
B. under
C. on
D. next
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"Good Earth Necklace" gives directions for making a necklace out of—dirt! Read the directions and then answer
the questions that follow.

Good Earth Necklace
by Kathy Ross

We need good dirt to grow the plants
and trees we need to live.

Here is what you need:
   · clean dirt, such as packaged potting soil
   · white glue
   · cup and spoon
   · old plastic or china plate for drying
   · paintbrush
   · blue and green poster paint
   · clear nail polish
   · small paper clip
   · scissors
   · blue yarn
Here is what you do:
   1. Use the cup and spoon to mix about two tablespoons of dirt with enough white glue to hold it together. Roll
as much of the dirt mixture as you need to form a small ball for your necklace. Push one end of a paper clip into
the ball to form a hanger. Wash the cup and spoon immediately. Let the ball dry on an old plate for several days
until it is very hard.
   2. Paint the ball blue. When the blue paint has dried, paint on green land forms. Let the green paint dry.
   3. Tie a long piece of blue yarn through the paper clip to make your necklace. Paint the ball with clear nail
polish and hang it up to dry.
Remember to wash off your drying plate to save and use with other projects.

9.       Which word in step 1 means the opposite of apart?

A. mixture
B. several
C. form
D. together
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George Washington was the first president of our country. Everyone knows that!
Here are some things you may not know about George. Read "His Highness, Mr. President," and then answer the
questions that follow.

His Highness, Mr. President
by Judith A. Lunsford

George Washington was one of our taller Presidents. At six feet two inches, he was the same height as
another President—Bill Clinton.

•   

The Senate suggested that Washington be called "His Highness, the President of the United States of
America, and Protector of their Liberties." Citizens ignored the fancy title and called him Mr. President. They
called his wife, Martha, Lady Washington.

•   

Washington had red hair. Most portraits show him wearing a white wig, the fashion at the time.•   
When he was a general, George Washington lost more battles than he won.•   
George Washington was the only President who did not live in the White House, though he chose the site and
approved the plans. As President, Washington lived at 1 Cherry Street in New York City.

•   

President Washington did not shake hands. He greeted people by bowing, a European custom.•   
Smallpox left lasting scars on Washington's nose and cheeks. Most artists kindly left out the pockmarks when
they painted his portrait.

•   

The first coins issued by the U.S. government were made from Washington's silverware.•   
George Washington never learned to swim.•   
Washington, nicknamed the Father of his Country, had no children of his own.•   
Washington did not like cursing and swearing. He ordered members of the army to stop the habit, calling it
"foolish and wicked."

•   

Washington wore glasses.•   
Before Washington was elected President, supporters asked him to be king—King George I—of the United
States.

•   

10.       As used in the passage, the word fancy means the OPPOSITE of

A. plain.
B. dislike.
C. dream.
D. fine.
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Sometimes children are made to do things they do not wish to do. "My Mom Made Me Go to Camp" tells how
one child felt about going to camp. Read it and answer the questions.

from My Mom Made Me Go to Camp
by Judith Delton

     "Camp," I said. "I'm not old enough to go to camp."
     "Sure you are," said my mom. "Camp is fun. You will weave baskets and swim and fish and learn the names of
wildflowers. You will put up a tent and gather firewood. You will roast hot dogs and marshmallows over an open
fire."
     The marshmallows sounded like fun.
     The grass got greener. The sun got warmer. Flowers started coming up in our yard. And school was out. I knew it
was summer.
     "We have to shop for your camp things," said my mother.
     "What things?" I said.
     "Shoes and a swimsuit and a sleeping bag. Shorts and bug spray and a first-aid kit."
     "I don't want to sleep in a sleeping bag. I hate bugs. And I don't want any first aid."
     "You'll have a good time," said my mother. "We have a lot to do. I have to sew labels in all your clothes."
     "Don't they know who I am?" I cried. "I don't want to be labeled!"
     "That's just in case they lose your things," she said.
     "Or if they lose ME," I muttered.
     Soon it was time to go to camp. It was pouring rain. I didn't know anybody. And my new sneakers gave me a
blister.
     "Good-by!" called my mother, outside of the bus window. "Have a good time! Don't go into deep water! Be
careful near the fire! Take your vitamin pill! Write me a postcard!"
     The bus started and soon my mother was just a little dot in front of the drugstore. I was on my way to camp.

11.       Which word means the OPPOSITE of colder?

A. roast
B. fire
C. deep
D. warmer
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Protecting the Pandas
by Robin L. Santos

            The wind whistles down the cold, snowy mountains in China. All is quiet in the bamboo forest below.
Suddenly—CRUNCH, CRACK, SNAP! A bearlike creature appears out of the bamboo. For hours, the animal
munches on one bamboo shoot after another. Then slowly, it lumbers over to a hollow tree, squeezes itself in, and
falls fast asleep.
            Many people recognize this animal by its white and black markings. Do you? It's a giant panda! Giant
pandas have lived in the mountains of China for thousands of years. But now these special creatures are in danger
of dying out. Some scientists say there are fewer than 1,000 giant pandas left in the wild in China.

Pandas in Danger

            Pandas need a lot of food to survive. They sometimes eat fish and small rodents. But their main food is
bamboo. A panda can eat up to 85 pounds of bamboo in just one day!
            Long ago, finding bamboo was easy for pandas. China had many bamboo forests. But people have cut
down more and more of these forests to make room for villages and farms. So pandas are losing their homes and
their food. Sometimes the pandas starve.
            Another danger for pandas is poachers. Poachers are people who hunt and kill animals, even though it is
against the law. Poachers hunt pandas. Then they sell their skins in foreign countries for lots of money.

People Helping Pandas

            Many people from around the world are working to help save giant pandas. Some people in China have
set up special areas, called reserves, where the pandas can be safe.
            On the reserves, workers try to protect pandas from poachers. They also stop villagers from cutting down
bamboo forests. Sometimes workers buy land from villagers who live on the reserves. Then they can plant more
bamboo for the pandas.
            More bamboo forests and fewer poachers should help more pandas survive in the future.

12. Which word means the OPPOSITE of the word fewer?

A. more
B. stop
C. add
D. less

13. Which word sounds the same as main?

A. mine
B. man
C. may
D. mane
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How does a boy get to be a king? Read this story about King Henry to find out and then answer the questions
that follow.

The Green Time
from Henry and Mudge in the Green Time

by Cynthia Rylant

Beside Henry's House was a big green hill.
Late on summer days, Henry and Mudge went to the top of the green hill.
They looked down.
They saw Henry's white house.
They saw Henry's blue bike.
They saw Henry's wooden swing.
On top of the green hill, Henry felt big.
He felt like a king.
He saw his things below him, and he felt very big.
"I am King of the Green Hill," Henry said.
He looked at Mudge.
"You are my dragon."
Mudge wagged his tail.
"Your name," Henry said, "is Fireball."
Mudge wagged again.
"And you are very scary," Henry said.
Mudge wagged some more.
Henry and Mudge marched all over the top of the green hill.
They met other kings who had dragons.
They chased them away.
They met monsters.
Mudge ate them.
They marched and marched till they could march no more.
Then they found a magic tree on the green hill.
It was a tree for kings and dragons who were tired.
Henry and Mudge sat down under the tree.
Henry put his arms around Mudge.
They were glad for a magic tree.
They closed their eyes.
And a boy and a dog slept, together, on the green hill in their green time.

14.       Which word means the opposite of late?

A. early
B. after
C. last
D. before
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Moving to a new home is sad if you have to leave a pet behind. Read this story about Faith and her pet, Josefina,
and then answer the questions that follow.

from The Josefina Story Quilt
by Eleanor Coerr

     It was May 1850. Faith was excited. They were going to California in a covered wagon. "Please," Faith asked
Ma, "can I take Josefina?"
     Josefina was her pet hen and Faith loved her. She liked the way Josefina snuggled in her arms. She liked the
way Josefina followed her around. Ma was baking bread for the long journey. "Ask your Pa," she said.
     Pa and Faith's brother, Adam, were loading the wagon. "Please, Pa," Faith said, "please can I take Josefina?"
     "There is no room in the wagon for pets," Pa said.
     "That isn't fair," said Faith. "Adam can bring his colt."
     "A colt is not a pet," said Pa. "A colt can carry a load of corn. . . ."
     Faith's eyes filled with tears. She ran back to the house. Ma sat down in the rocker and held Faith on her lap.
"We all must leave things behind," she said gently. "I love this rocker, but there is no room for it in the wagon."
Faith gulped down her sobs.
     "I have looked after Josefina since she was a little chick," she said. "What will happen to her?"
     "Perhaps a neighbor will take her," said Ma. . . .
     Early in the morning the wagon was ready. It had blue trim and a white cloth roof. Ma stood back to admire
it. "A big flowerpot on wheels!" she said. "Isn't it beautiful?"
      Faith did not answer. She was worried about Josefina.
     "Did you pack the food?" Ma asked Pa. "And my kitchen things?" Pa nodded. "Then that is everything except
the bedding," said Ma. Faith thought sadly, "And Josefina."

15.       Which word means the opposite of early?

A. late
B. ever
C. soon
D. after

16. In the story, Adam and Pa were loading the wagon. Which prefix could you add to the beginning of loading to
give it the OPPOSITE meaning?

A. re-
B. ex-
C. in-
D. un-
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Ferdinand is eager to reach the ocean in this story, "The Shell." Read the story to find out why, and then answer
the questions that follow.

from The Shell
by Paul Koning

      "Can you hear it?" asked Ferdinand, holding the huge conch shell up to his sister's ear. His eyes were wide
with excitement.
      "No," said Julia, leaning away from him on the long seat in the back of the minivan. "Leave me alone."
      Big sisters can be a real pain. And Ferdinand ought to know, because he has two of them.
      He put the shell to his own ear. He heard a mighty rushing sound and imagined huge waves breaking on a
deserted beach.
      The family was headed for the ocean right now, and Ferdinand could not wait to catch his first glimpse of the
sea. He had read about it in so many stories and, of course, he'd seen pictures of it on TV. But this was his first
chance to actually see it, jump in it, smell the salty air, and watch the seagulls bank and wheel in the sky. There
aren't too many oceans in North Georgia, their father always says, and then he tells a long story about grandpa's
fishing boat off the coast of Veracruz.

17.       Which word in the story is the OPPOSITE of the word front?

A. real
B. about
C. headed
D. back
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Many thousands of years ago, people did not have books. They had other ways to pass on messages. Read the
story to find out about some of these ways, and then answer the questions that follow.

The Story of Books
by Harry Ellwood

Getting the Message Across

     A long, long time ago, people tried to think of different ways to pass on messages to each other. The first
people lived in caves. They sometimes drew pictures on the cave walls to tell stories. We can still see some of
these pictures today.
     In Africa, some people sent messages by beating drums. Different rhythms had different meanings. The
ancient Greeks used a shiny piece of metal to flash messages using the sun's rays.

How Writing Began

     Then people invented writing. Some people, such as the Egyptians, used pictures to represent words. We call
this kind of writing hieroglyphics.
     Later, people began to write using an alphabet. They wrote a different symbol for each sound in their
language. We call these symbols the letters of the alphabet. There are many different kinds of alphabets in the
world today.

From Clay to Paper

     Finding something to write on wasn't always as easy as it is today. In the early days, people tried writing on
slabs of clay. Then they baked the clay. Sometimes it broke, and the writing could not be read.
     People also tried cutting letters into stone. This was hard work—and just imagine carrying a stone block to
school with your homework written on it!
     Then, in Egypt, people discovered that a plant called papyrus could be made into thin sheets for writing on.
(You can see where we get our word paper.)
     The Egyptians rolled up long sheets of paper and attached wooden rods to the ends. These were called
scrolls. Later, someone had the idea to cut the scrolls into pieces and tie the pieces together down one side.
     And that's how the first book was made!

18.       What word sounds the same as sun but has a different meaning?

A. son
B. song
C. sum
D. soon
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Jamie's family is moving. He is worried about it. Read the story to find out why he is worried and then answer
the questions that follow.

What About My Goldfish?
by Pamela Greenwood

      We're moving. Dad got a new job. Mom told me today. I went out on the porch and hugged my dog. Mom
followed me.
      "What if Freckles won't leave home?" I asked.
      "Her home is with us," Mom said.
      "What if we can't find her when it is time to move?"
      "Don't worry, Jamie. We won't leave without her."
      I took Freckles for a walk through our neighborhood. I didn't want her to forget it.
      The next day I told my teacher we were going to move.
      "We'll miss you, Jamie." Ms. Dillow put her hand on my shoulder. "When are you moving?"
     "Dad said we have to sell our house first." Maybe no one will buy it, I thought. I told my friends at recess.
     "Where?" "Why?" "When?" they asked.
     "Can we still be friends?" asked Joe.
     "I think so," I answered.
     "Can I have your goldfish?" Terry asked. "The water will spill out if you try to move them."
     Mom fixed apple slices for my after-school snack.
     "What about my goldfish?" I asked.
     "What about them?" Mom said.
     "Freckles will miss them," I said. "She likes to watch Skunk and Merlin play together when I am at school."
     "We'll take them with us," Mom said.
     "Won't the water spill?"
     "We'll put them in a big jar. With a lid."
     "Oh," I said. "Freckles will be glad."
     "What about Joe?"
     Mom laughed. "We can't take him with us."
      "Can we still be friends?"
      "You can always keep your friends."

19.       Which words from the story have OPPOSITE meanings?

A. my/our
B. buy/sell
C. spill/still
D. play/watch
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Answer Key

1. D) wealthy

2. C) easy

3. B) harder.

4. A) wood

5. D) proud

6. B) easy

7. B) pushes

8. B) under

9. D) together

10. A) plain.

11. D) warmer

12. A) more

13. D) mane

14. A) early

15. A) late

16. D) un-

17. D) back

18. A) son

19. B) buy/sell
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